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OPEN LAB PROGRAM

3 topics:

The applicability of the principles of sustainable theatre to contemporary society and

the creative process in the field of independent (non-institutional) dance theatre,

1.

Compatibility of Mojca Kasjak’s artistic vision for staging a local dance production and

the concept of sustainable theatre,

2.

Explanation of the most important working and creative concepts that are realised in

Mojca Kasjak’s work and that will also be used in the local dance production.

3.

http://www.piccoloteatro.org/it


During the discussion, which was conceptually prepared by our colleague and theatre

producer Mojca Kolar, choreographer Mojca Kasjak highlighted some of the biggest

challenges she has faced in the context of the coronavirus pandemic and also explained

some of the postulates of sustainable theatre that she has been intuitively incorporating

into her creative work.

As she said, she does not prefer to work remotely with dancers because they need the

physical contact and living presence of an artist, who is guiding them through the

choreographic creation. Kasjak emphasised above all the concern for personal growth,

well-being and the therapeutic potential of art, through which we can resolve our own

personal traumas and other life-changing experiences.

With the aim of effective information transfer and comprehensive implementation of

knowledge from the field of environmental sciences in the field of creative work, we

continued after the workshop on sustainable mobility with the Open laboratory 1, to which

we invited the main speaker and author of the upcoming local dance performance,

choreographer Mojca Kasjak.

The aforementioned artist has many years of experience in creating in the independent

Slovenian dance scene or in the field of non-institutional dance theatre, which was

drastically and, in many ways, affected by relatively limited financial resources. Precisely

because of the limited financial resources, choreographer Mojca Kasjak was forced to look

for alternative solutions when creating her dance performances, often applying the

principle of circular economy (recycling materials, buying from second-hand shops,

reworking the scenography several times...) as well as the principle of non-invasive use of

already existing, i.e. natural spaces for which she planned specific dance performances.
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In the context of creating a new dance piece for SNG Maribor, intended as a local

production with different aspects and themes of sustainable theatre, she pointed out that

the proposed principles fit perfectly with her current creative practise and that creating a

new piece represents a unique challenge for her, where she can combine the principle of

kinaesthetic empathy with existing environmental themes and the conceptual starting

points of sustainable theatre.


